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Terri Agnew:Dear all, Welcome to the GNSO Review Working Party on the 12th May 2015 
Klaus Stoll:Hi all 
Colin Jackson:Yes, trying to solve the feedback problem at my end 
Colin Jackson:Can I get a dial-out please? If I turn on the mic I get feedback 
Terri Agnew:Hi Colin, I will send you a private AC chat  
Colin Jackson:Hi - we are wating for a dial out (COlin & Richard) 
Rudi Vansnick:sorry for being late, had to be present in the SCI call  
Terri Agnew:Welcome Rudi Vansnick 
Colin Jackson:still waiting for a dial out 
Rudi Vansnick:i just responded to Charla's mail about the meeting in BA 
Rudi Vansnick:i've iindicated i would be available on Sunday  
Charla Shambley:Thank you Rudi.  Please keep me posted on your availability on Sunday. 
Terri Agnew:Transcript is available at: http://gnso.icann.org/en/group-activities/calendar 
Charla Shambley:The document posted in the room incorporated all comments received via the mailing 
list. 
Chuck Gomes:Response in writing would be fine. 
Rudi Vansnick:in writing would be good  
Chuck Gomes:It might be helpful for Westlake to ask us any questions about our comments and 
questions. 
Larisa Gurnick:It may be helpful for Westlake to clarify what they intended by the recommendations 
pertaining to the SOI 
Chuck Gomes:I am comfortable. 
Charla Shambley:The Draft Report along with translations of the Executive Summary, and the document 
incorporating WP comments can be found on the wiki: 
https://community.icann.org/display/GR2/Draft+Report+of+the+Independent+Examiner 
Mary Wong:@Chuck, yes 
Terri Agnew:Bill Drake has joined 
Bill Drake:Hi, sorry for late arrival, mulltiple calls and schedule implosion 
Marika Konings:an update on the GNSO Review is also tentatively scheduled for Sunday afternoon 
(14.30 - 15.15) 
Marika Konings:as part of the GNSO weekend working session 
Marika Konings:From the staff side we would also like to go through the consolidated version to see if 
there are any additions from our side, if that is welcomed.  
Marika Konings:staff = Mary and I ;-) 
Avri Doria:it can't conflict with any CWG or CCWG 
Marika Konings:The GNSO related schedule is expected to be shared shortly 
Bill Drake:Mornings are all programmed too 
Mary Wong:There will be several GNSO WG meetings on Weds; and an SO/AC High Interest Topic 
session on Mon afternoon 
Mary Wong:(Not taking into account the CWG/CCWG sessions) 
Larisa Gurnick:What about Sunday morning? 
Rudi Vansnick:@Chuck: doodle good idea  
Bill Drake:Doodle fine but really need to see a draft scheduel 
Mary Wong:GNSO Sunday sessions likely start at 9, if that helps 
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Marika Konings:I believe there is a CSG session on Sunday morning 
Marika Konings:DNS Women's b-fast is usually Monday morning 
Avri Doria:early might be filled (730)  might have to move to early early (6) 
Bill Drake:why not start midnight meetings 
Avri Doria:ok 
Mary Wong:Not sure if they will have one but CSG usually does a breakfast meeting on Constituency Day 
Bill Drake:Not for those of us who do the Fellows thing 
Larisa Gurnick:Staff will launch a Doodle as suggested 
Chuck Gomes:Thanks everyone. 
 


